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The cosmic microwave background (CMB) has provided a precise template for features in the
linear power spectrum: the matter-radiation turnover, sound horizon drop, and acoustic oscillations.
In a two dimensional power spectrum in redshift and angular space, the features appear as distorted
rings, and yield simultaneous, purely geometric, measures of the Hubble parameterH(z) and angular
diameter distance DA(z) via an absolute version of the Alcock-Paczynski test. Employing a simple
Fisher matrix tool, we explore how future surveys can exploit these rings of power for dark energy
studies. High-z CMB determinations of H and DA are best complemented at moderate to low
redshift (z . 0.5) with a population of objects that are at least as abundant as clusters of galaxies.
We find that a sample similar to that of the ongoing SDSS Luminous Red Galaxy (LRG) survey can
achieve statistical errors at the ∼ 5% level for DA(z) and H(z) in several redshift bins. This, in turn,
implies errors of σ(w) = 0.03− 0.05 for a constant dark energy equation of state in a flat universe.
Deep galaxy cluster surveys such as the planned South Pole Telescope (SPT) survey, can extend this
test out to z ∼ 1 or as far as redshift followup is available. We find that the expected constraints
are at the σ(w) = 0.04− 0.08 level, comparable to galaxies and complementary in redshift coverage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cosmic microwave background (CMB) measurements
have now established the sound horizon and horizon at
matter-radiation equality as standard rulers for cosmol-
ogy. Current errors on the absolute scales are approxi-
mately 2% and 8% respectively [1] and will continue to
improve as higher angular resolution data further resolve
the morphology of the acoustic peaks. From the angu-
lar scale subtended by these rulers, the CMB provides a
comparably precise measurement of the angular diameter
distance DA to the epoch of recombination.
These rulers appear in the matter power spectrum as
a smooth turnover at the matter-radiation horizon, a
sharper drop at the sound horizon, and a series of acous-
tic oscillations at harmonics of the sound horizon [2, 3].
The acoustic features are close analogues to the CMB
peaks and cause variations of order 10% in power. They
are preserved out to nearly the non-linear scale at any
given redshift [4]. The whole set of features does not
evolve with redshift in the linear regime in the absence
of a significant massive neutrino component to the dark
matter. Matching of the observed features with the tem-
plate provided by the CMB provides cosmological dis-
tance measures DA(z) based on the same physics and
method as the CMB [5, 6]. There is, in fact, more infor-
mation in a three dimensional redshift survey since the
redshift dimension measures the evolution of the Hubble
parameterH(z) and so the dark energy density evolution
directly [7].
These features appear as rings in the two dimensional
angular and redshift space. At z = 0, the angular diam-
eter distance DA and the Hubble parameter H depend
only on the current expansion rate. Here the rings are
circular and the measurement of their location returns
the Hubble constant H0 [5]. Between 0 < z . 1, the
scalings of DA and H depend on the dark energy evolu-
tion whereas for z & 1 they are expected to return to the
matter-dominated scalings provided by the CMB. The
relative distortion between the redshift and angular di-
mensions provides the Alcock-Paczynski [8] test for dark
energy. Here, we show that the absolute distortion can be
measured from the absolute calibration of the standard
rulers.
Recently there have been several studies of the utility
of acoustic features to constrain cosmology at z = 1 − 3
emphasizing the extended range of the linear regime and
the large volumes encompassed by surveys with moderate
angular dimensions (e.g. a few hundred square degrees)
[7, 9, 10]. High-z surveys would provide important con-
sistency checks with the high-z CMB and the Hubble
parameter determinations as well as limit any residual
dark energy component at those epochs. However, given
the CMB determination, the most important regime to
probe is at moderate to low redshift, since this provides
the largest lever–arm in distance.
The quantitative tools developed to address these is-
sues have focused on the angle-averaged P (k) which en-
tangles and degrades information on DA and H [9]. In
contrast, the separately-developed general tools for ana-
lyzing the information in redshift surveys at cosmologi-
cal distances are complete but computationally costly to
implement [11]. This difficulty has prevented a full ex-
ploration of the use of two-dimensional power spectrum
rings given a CMB power spectrum template and the
requirements that their measurement places on surveys.
Here we generalize the approximate mode counting esti-
mates for the power spectrum [12] to the two dimensional
space and quantify the information through a Fisher ma-
trix approach.
We begin in §II with a discussion of the cosmological
distortion of power spectrum rings. We continue in §III
2with the mode counting technique for estimating the ca-
pabilities of redshift surveys. In §IV, we describe two
mock surveys for illustration purposes, one based on the
ongoing SDSS luminous red galaxy (LRG) survey at in-
termediate redshifts and the other based on a deep galaxy
cluster survey such as the planned South Pole Telescope
(SPT) survey [13]. We examine potential cosmological
constraints on distances, the Hubble parameter and the
dark energy in §V. Their dependence on survey and other
assumptions is explored in in §VI. We discuss the results
in §VII.
Throughout this paper, we take as the fiducial cos-
mology a flat ΛCDM model with baryon density Ωbh
2 =
0.024, matter density Ωmh
2 = 0.14, scalar slope ns = 1,
dark energy density in units of the critical density ΩDE =
0.72 (or Hubble constant H0 = 100h km s
−1 Mpc−1 with
h = 0.72), initial curvature δζ = 5.07× 10−5 at k = 0.05
Mpc−1 (or present normalization σ8 = 0.9 and reioniza-
tion optical depth τ = 0.17), and a constant dark energy
equation of state w = pDE/ρDE = −1. These values are
consistent with recent determinations from WMAP [1].
II. RINGS OF POWER
Geometrical distortions at cosmological distances are
described by the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spatial
line element
ds2 = a2(dD2 +D2AdΩ) . (1)
The metric elements are related to the observable red-
shift as a = (1 + z)−1 for the scale factor, dD = dz/H
for the radial distance D, and DA = R sin(D/R) for the
angular diameter distance, where the radius of curva-
ture R = H−10
√
Ωtot − 1 and Ωtot is the total density in
units of the critical density. All distances are in comov-
ing coordinates. The Hubble parameter is given by the
Friedmann equation as
H2(z) =
8πG
3
ρtot(z)− 1
(aR)2
, (2)
with H0 = H(z = 0). Since the conversion from the ob-
servable angular and redshift space coordinates to physi-
cal coordinates depends on the metric, a “standard ruler”
of a known physical size can be used to measure cosmol-
ogy.
Suppose now that we have a survey of some biased
tracer of the mass, effectively at some redshift zs. The
two point correlation or power spectrum of the objects
acts as the standard ruler. Since power spectrum modes
are usually quoted in units of inverse length scale, let us
choose the fiducial cosmology for the conversion
kfid⊥ =
ℓ
DfidA (zs)
,
kfid‖ =
2π
λz
∆z
∆D
≈ 2π
λz
Hfid(zs) , (3)
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FIG. 1: Acoustic rings in the two dimensional power spec-
trum Ps/P¯s − 1 with a smooth component P¯s [3] removed to
highlight the features; shaded contours are spaced by 0.02.
The locations of the features are preserved in the presence of
linear redshift space distortions here at z = 0.45 and b = 3.5.
Cosmology distorts the rings here shown with w = −2/3 and
ΩDE = 0.62, h = 0.61 (lines surround extrema of the oscilla-
tions) which preserves the CMB-determined high-z DA and
H . Jaggedness reflects our k-cell discretization.
where λz is the radial wavelength in redshift and ℓ is
the angular wavenumber or multipole. Note that in our
fiducial flat cosmology DA = D. The true modes being
probed by a given ℓ and λz are
k⊥ = s⊥k
fid
⊥ ,
k‖ = s‖k
fid
‖ , (4)
where the shift parameters are
s⊥ =
DfidA
DA
,
s‖ =
∆Dfid
∆D
≈ H
Hfid
. (5)
In the linear regime, the power spectrum of the tracer
objects reflect the underlying mass power spectrum P (k)
modified by redshift space distortions as [14]
Ps(k⊥, k‖) =
[
1 + β
(
k‖
k
)2]2
b2P (k) ,
k2 = k2⊥ + k
2
‖ , (6)
where b is the linear bias assumed to be scale independent
(e.g. [15]). Deep in the linear regime, the distortion
parameter
β =
1
b
d lnDgrow
d ln a
, (7)
3where Dgrow is the linear growth rate; we alternatively
consider β to be a free parameter to reflect uncertain-
ties in the distortion approaching the non-linear regime.
With prior knowledge of the underlying form of P (k)
from the CMB, the shifting in the observational domain
measures the angular diameter distance DA and Hubble
parameter H through Eqn. (5).
The redshift power spectrum is shown for the fiducial
model in Fig. 1. Note that the locations of the rings
remain undistorted in the presence of the smooth linear
redshift space distortion but not under a change in the
cosmology. Note further that the usual Alcock-Paczynski
test utilizes only the departure of the rings from perfect
circles [8], regardless of their radius. The information we
utilize here is different: it is the departure from the abso-
lute size and shape of the rings expected from the CMB.
Hence DA and H can in principle be measured indepen-
dently. Moreover in the complete absence of template
information from the CMB, cosmological constraints on
the dark energy become substantially weaker and sub-
ject to uncertainties in the correction of redshift space
distortions [11].
III. ERROR ESTIMATES
To estimate potential constraints on cosmology from
the rings, we begin by considering statistical errors on the
measured two-dimensional power spectrum. Statistical
errors arise from the finite number of spatial samples of
the clustering and that of the tracer objects contributing
shot noise. These will depend on the effective volume
probed by the sample which we will parameterize by the
solid angle As, redshift zs and redshift extent ∆zs of the
survey.
The survey dimensions define a set of fundamental
modes or equivalently a fundamental unit in 3 dimen-
sional k-space. Each of these units can be considered an
independent measurement of the power spectrum and so
the net error on a larger cell in k-space over which the
power spectrum is measured is simply (2/N)1/2, where
N is the number of fundamental units in the cell (see e.g.
[16]). The shot noise from the finite number density of
the tracers increases the fractional errors by (1+ 1/n¯Ps)
to give a net error of [12]
(
∆Ps
Ps
)2
=
2
VkVeff
, (8)
where
Veff(k) =
∫
dVs
[
n¯(zs)Ps(k)
1 + n¯(zs)Ps(k)
]2
(9)
is the effective volume probed and
Vk =
2π∆(k2⊥)∆k‖
(2π)3
(10)
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FIG. 2: Tracers of power at the peak wavelengths of the acous-
tic rings with a signal to shot noise n¯Ps = 2 (range of 1.5−2.5
shaded for the k = 0.05 ring). Tracers are quoted in terms
of the parent halo mass threshold which parameterizes the
number abundance and bias of the tracer population.
is the k-space volume of the double ring of positive
and negative k‖. Note that the total k-volume we uti-
lize below is cylindrical and hence a factor of 1.5 larger
than the volume of a corresponding sphere with a radius
kmax = k⊥,max = k‖,max (effectively adopted in previ-
ous one–dimensional studies). For a roughly constant
number density, the variance scales as 1/Vs or 1/As.
The covariance between bands is negligible so long as
∆k⊥ ≫ (DfidA A1/2s )−1, ∆k‖ ≫ (∆zs/Hfid)−1 [16].
Power spectra error estimates can be converted into
error estimates on cosmological parameters. Given a set
of parameters pµ the Fisher matrix
Fµν =
∑
i
∂ ln k2⊥k‖Psi
∂pµ
Vk iVeff i
2
∂ ln k2⊥k‖Psi
∂pν
(11)
approximates the variance of the parameter estimates
as σ2(pµ) = (F
−1)µµ. Note that fractional errors on
k2⊥k‖P (k) are the same as for P (k) for sufficiently small
cells and so this prescription follows from simple error
propagation.
The subtleties in Eqn. (11) lie in the choice of the ob-
servable k2⊥k‖Psi. Here i indexes an array of cells in two
dimensions that are evaluated with fixed observable kfid⊥ ,
kfid‖ and hence k⊥ and k‖ that shift with cosmological pa-
rameters pµ. This prescription is the high-z analogue of
bands in h Mpc−1. Likewise the weighting k2⊥k‖ ∝ s2⊥s‖
reflects the observable angular and redshift space vari-
ance and is the high-z analogue of quoting power spectra
in units of h−3 Mpc3. Thus some sensitivity in this test
is coming from the change in the volume element with
cosmology. This information is degenerate with an am-
plitude change in the power spectrum at the given red-
shift.
4IV. MOCK SURVEYS
Tracer objects must have a sufficient number density
and clustering strength for a measurement of the power
spectrum in the presence of shot and other noise sources.
Integration time is best spent in tracing a large volume
with the lowest abundance objects that suffice. The
power spectrum error estimates of the previous section
provides a simple criteria for the choice of astrophysical
tracers such as galaxies and galaxy clusters.
For definiteness we will mock up the tracer objects
as dark matter halos to a limiting mass in the theoret-
ical mass function ([17], eqn. B3) that approximately
matches the number densities expected from a given ob-
servation. This prescription also fixes the bias through
the halo prescription [18] as modified by [19] for the im-
proved mass function. Note that the larger bias of the
high mass objects partially offsets their lower number
density. Shown in Figure 2 is the halo mass scale at
which the signal-to-noise n¯Ps(k⊥ = k, k‖ = 0) = 2 for
the fiducial cosmology for k-values corresponding to the
extrema of the acoustic oscillations [9]. For intermediate
redshifts, objects with the number density and bias of
low mass clusters and groups suffice.
Let us therefore consider two mock surveys, one based
on galaxies and the other on clusters. We choose parame-
ters that are roughly similar to the SDSS main and LRG
sample [20] and a deep cluster survey such as the planned
SPT survey [13]. Specifically we take the number density
of LRGs to be n¯ = 1× 10−4h3Mpc−3 at z = 0.3 [20] and
so mock the population with halos ofM > 1013.5 h−1M⊙
and hence an average bias b ≈ 2. We divide the sample
into three bins of ∆z = 0.1 from z = 0.1 − 0.4. We take
the main survey to consist of galaxies with n¯ = 3× 10−3
h3Mpc−3 corresponding to a population withM > 1012.1
h−1M⊙ and b ≈ 1 in a single volume from z = 0 − 0.1.
We take both samples to cover a sky area of As = 10000
deg2. Note that the LRG population is well-placed for
measuring the acoustic rings both in terms of number
density and redshift.
We take the cluster survey to cover As = 4000 deg
2,
to have a constant mass threshold ofM > 1014.2 h−1M⊙
[21], and to extend from 0.1 < z < 1.3 binned in steps
of ∆z = 0.2. We will assume that the cluster survey
has followup redshifts on all clusters (N ≈ 25000). We
explore the precision required in the redshifts and degra-
dation suffered from lack of high-z followup (N ≈ 14000;
0.1 < z < 0.7) in §VI. For both mock surveys we ap-
proximate the number densities to be constant across the
redshift bin evaluated at the angular diameter distance
midpoint.
To be conservative, we marginalize the bias and hence
the information contained in the growth of structure.
This procedure isolates the geometric aspect of the test
so that a misestimate in the tracer bias simply scales the
signal-to-noise and does not bias the results. We leave a
full consideration of the cosmological information in the
power spectrum to a separate work [22] (see also [23]).
We take 292 linearly spaced k-cells from k⊥,‖ = 0.005−
0.15 Mpc−1 defining a cylinder in 3-dimensional k-space.
The maximum k in each direction hits the non-linear
scale at z = 0 and the measurements will be somewhat
degraded by non-linear corrections to the redshift space
distortion and the washing out of features in the mass
power spectrum [4]; we explore the dependence of the
results on kmax in §VI below.
We account for uncertainties in the CMB template
matter power spectrum by allowing (Ωbh
2, Ωmh
2, ns) to
vary from the fiducial model. Current CMB uncertainties
are at the level σ(lnΩbh
2) = 0.04, σ(ln Ωmh
2) = 0.08,
σ(ns) = 0.03 [1]. We take (0.01, 0.01, 0.01) as a pro-
jection of future CMB constraints implemented by the
addition of (Fprior)µν = δµνσ(pµ)
−2 to the Fisher matrix
of Eqn. (11). We discuss the effect of weakening these
priors in §VI.
For reference, the Planck satellite can in principle
achieve errors of (0.009, 0.0065, 0.004) [25]. Moreover the
combination of WMAP with high resolution ground and
balloon based measurements should also be able to reach
this level eventually. When implementing Planck-specific
priors in the consideration of dark energy constraints, we
employ the full Fisher matrix forecast rather than the
diagonal approximation.
Aside from these three parameters, we also include
uncertainties due to the initial normalization ln δζ , the
reionization optical depth τ and the tensor-scalar ratio
T/S, when considering prior knowledge from the CMB.
The remaining parameters in the Fisher matrix are then
lnβ, ln b and the dark energy parameters. We take weak
priors σ(ln β) = σ(ln b) = 0.4 unless otherwise stated.
V. COSMOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS
A cosmology parameterized by a discrete set of shift
parameters s‖(zs) and s⊥(zs) away from a fiducial cos-
mology returns the distance and Hubble parameter as
DA = D
fid
A /s⊥ and H = H
fids‖ at the given redshift.
This parameterization is valid for any model of dark en-
ergy evolution, including those involving spatial curva-
ture R 6= 0, and is a complete description for geometrical
tests. The underlying assumption is that the dark energy
remains smooth on survey scales and hence does not af-
fect the shape of the power spectrum.
The projected constraints on the shift parameters for
the galaxy and cluster mock surveys are shown in Fig. 3.
To eliminate the information coming from redshift space
distortions and the growth of structure, we marginalize
β and the bias b with weak priors.
To understand the efficacy of the projected constraints
for dark energy studies recall that the fiducial cosmology
is chosen so that DfidA (z∗) and H
fid(z∗) hit the central
value of the WMAP results [1]. Thus s‖, s⊥ are con-
strained to lie near unity at z∗ the recombination redshift.
In terms of cosmological parameters, a fixed Hfid(z∗) im-
plies a fixed Ωmh
2.
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FIG. 3: Projected constraints on the fractional shifts (s⊥,‖−1)
in (a) DA and (b) H from the fiducial model given the galaxy
and cluster surveys specified in §IV. Constraints are marginal-
ized over the redshift space distortion β and the bias param-
eter in each bin separately. The high-z tails of the DA and H
curves are constrained by the CMB, currently to a precision
of ∼ 2% and ∼ 4% (σ(lnΩmh
2) = 0.08); projections assume
a future improvement to σ(lnΩmh
2) = σ(lnΩbh
2) = σ(ns) =
0.01 for the power spectrum template but the difference is not
substantial.
Deviations due to the influence of the dark energy
mainly appear at low redshift. In a simple constant-w
parameterization of the dark energy, the high redshift
constraint requires ΩDE to decrease as w increases since
ρDE(z) =
3H20
8πG
ΩDE(1 + z)
3(1+w) . (12)
In Fig. 3, we show an example satisfying this constraint
with w = −2/3 and hence ΩDE = 0.62. This constraint
tends to make dark energy effects disappear more rapidly
as z is increased than variations say at a fixed ΩDE. Note
that at some redshifts the shift in the parallel and per-
pendicular directions have the opposite sign. An angle-
averaging of the power spectrum [9] would recover an
average shift of
s¯ ≈ 2
3
s⊥ +
1
3
s‖ (13)
and hence this procedure both degrades the signal and
-0.95
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0.7 0.72 0.74
ΩDE
w
Galaxies
Clusters
FIG. 4: Projected 68% CL constraints on w, ΩΛ from the
galaxy and cluster surveys described in §IV in combination
with Planck priors on the P (k) template and DA(z∗), H(z∗).
Filled ellipses represent constraints with a global bias ampli-
tude marginalized and with β given by linear theory; open
ellipse marginalize a scaling factor to β and also the bias sep-
arately at each redshift.
complicates the interpretation for a model of the dark
energy with arbitrary evolution.
Since s‖(z = 0) and s⊥(z = 0) both return H0/H
fid
0 ,
the low redshift side directly measures the Hubble con-
stant. In fact the best single redshift at which to comple-
ment the CMB is z = 0 because a change in ΩDE implies
a change in h in a flat universe since Ωmh
2 = (1−ΩDE)h2
is fixed by the high-z Hubble parameter determination.
Note the large deviation between the curves in Fig. 3 at
z = 0 reflecting an h = 0.61 and the rapid return to the
fiducial values for z & 1.
The galaxy sample therefore provides the best comple-
ment to the CMB constraint at high-z. It can yield a
highly significant separation between the w = −2/3 and
w = −1 fiducial models and potentially even an inter-
nal detection of the evolution in D−1A and H due to the
dark energy. Even though the clusters do not have the
number density to be optimal for this test, their ability
to probe intermediate redshifts would be invaluable for
constraints on dark energy evolution.
Joint constraints on the dark energy equation of state
w depend on how well the CMB fixes the high-z tail of
the curves in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 we employ a projection
of Planck capabilities from [25] and combine them with
the constraints from the mock galaxy and cluster surveys
redshift slices by adding the Fisher matrices. Here we as-
sume a dark energy parameterization given by (w,ΩDE)
in a flat universe. Filled ellipses represent constraints
with a single overall bias parameter b marginalized and
with β given by the linear theory prediction. We discuss
sensitivity to these assumptions in §VI. Note that the
geometric constraint from the CMB peaks alone follows
a pure DA(z∗) degeneracy curve in the (ΩDE, w) plane
and so the ability to measure ΩDE and w comes from the
rotation of the degeneracy curves provided by measure-
6ments of DA and H at lower redshifts.
For the galaxy survey, the net constraint on a con-
stant w is σ(w) = 0.024 and σ(ΩDE) = 0.007. For the
cluster survey, the net constraint is still a comparable
σ(w) = 0.04 and σ(ΩDE) = 0.013 because of the higher
bias and extended ∆z = 1.2 assumed. At the high-z end,
constraints become degenerate with those of the CMB
itself for models close to the fiducial model. Again it is
important to bear in mind that tracking the return to
the CMB values in DA and H would be important for
any future detection of a dynamical dark energy compo-
nent. This is especially true for models with a redshift
dependent equation of state w(z) where the dark energy
can contribute to the energy density even at high-z.
VI. EXPLORING ASSUMPTIONS
The Fisher approach enables us to explore efficiently
the physical origin of the cosmological information and
the dependence of projected constraints on our assump-
tions. The main assumptions are the detectability of the
acoustic rings, the extent of the linear regime, the deter-
mination of redshifts for the objects, the number density
of tracers, and the prior constraints.
It is instructive to consider first the source of the cos-
mological information. In Fig. 5 we show the contribu-
tion to the Fisher matrix for the parameters s‖ and s⊥.
Here we take the mock cluster survey at z = 0.4. For il-
lustrative purposes, we have first subtracted out the con-
stant factor in the derivatives provided by the volume
weighting k2⊥k‖ ∝ s2⊥s‖ as this is degenerate with the
normalization (see discussion following Eqn. [11]). Note
that this choice still only gives a rough quantification of
the independent information since any constant factor is
degenerate with normalization.
Not surprisingly s⊥ (or DA) gains most of its infor-
mation from modes nearly perpendicular to the line of
sight and with k . 0.1 due to the shot noise at high k.
The influence of the acoustic rings is clearly visible with
the largest effect being between the extrema. However
even the information in s‖ is weighted toward non-zero
k⊥ due to increase in sample variance from the small k-
space around k⊥ = 0. Furthermore, estimates of s⊥ and
s‖ come from nearly non-overlapping k-cells and hence
yield nearly independent determinations of DA and H .
A quantification of the amount of information com-
ing from the acoustic rings versus the broader features
at the matter-radiation and sound horizons is an impor-
tant for the planning of surveys. The recovery of sharp
features places stringent requirements on the survey ge-
ometry and argues for a large contiguous survey region.
To address this question we replace the numerically cal-
culated P (k) from an Einstein-Boltzmann code with a
smooth fit which retains both the matter-radiation bend
and sound horizon drop but not the oscillations [3]. Con-
straints on H and DA then degrade by a factor of 1.7 for
the LRG galaxies.
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FIG. 5: Contributions to the Fisher matrix showing the lo-
calization of information on DA (or s⊥) and H (or s‖) in the
(k⊥, k‖) plane. Here z = 0.4 and we have taken clusters with
a mass threshold of 1014.2 h−1M⊙ (n¯ = 8× 10
−6 h3 Mpc−3,
b = 3.4). Notice the concentration of information at the rise
and fall to the acoustic rings, the drop in information at high
k due to shot noise and the k-space volume weighting of the
sample variance which pulls the s‖ information away from the
vertical axis.
The acoustic rings become even more important if the
P (k) template is not well determined by the CMB. Weak-
ening the prior constraints on the template parameters
(Ωbh
2,Ωmh
2, ns) to the current level (which may also be
viewed as a rough proxy for future uncertainties due to
massive neutrinos, scale-dependent bias and running of
the tilt [22, 24]) causes a degradation of a factor of ∼ 1.1
for the LRG galaxies in the presence of the acoustic rings
but a factor of 2.2 in their absence. The acoustic rings
therefore help make this geometric test robust to uncer-
tainties in the power spectrum template.
The extent to which the information in the acoustic
rings can be recovered with broad windows from a non-
contiguous region of sky is beyond the scope of the mode
7counting approximation used here. It is best addressed
with the full pixel correlationmatrix formalism [11]. Here
we simply note that with prior knowledge of the power
spectrum template from the CMB, accurate knowledge of
the window functions may in some circumstances suffice.
Because much of the information is coming from the
acoustic rings, the most critical prior assumption we have
made is the extent of linear regime. Changing kmax
from 0.15 to 0.075 Mpc−1 degrades the distance and
Hubble errors for the LRG galaxies by a factor of ∼ 2.
These degradation factors are less pronounced for clus-
ters where the higher rings are lost in the shot noise (see
Fig. 5). Furthermore at higher z the non-linear scale knl
moves out to higher k; a more detailed treatment would
take kmax ∝ knl(z) [9]. Translated into constraints on w,
moving kmax = 0.15 Mpc
−1 to 0.075 Mpc−1 takes σ(w)
from 0.024 to 0.051 for the galaxy survey and 0.04 to 0.06
for the cluster survey.
The redshift resolution required by the cluster survey
is also less stringent than for the galaxy survey. Exam-
ination of Fig. 5 shows that most of the information on
bothDA andH comes from modes with k‖ < 0.06 Mpc
−1
(λz = 0.03 at z = 0.4). For the cluster survey, exclud-
ing higher k‖ degrades DA by 1.2 and H by 1.7 for the
z = 0.3− 0.5 band and less for the higher redshift bands.
With an improvement in photometric redshift techniques
and averaging over cluster members, costly spectroscopic
followup could potentially be avoided.
The mass threshold and followup-redshift range of the
cluster survey also affect potential constraints. The rarity
of high-z clusters due to the steepness of the mass func-
tion makes a low mass threshold crucial for the recovery
of information at z ∼ 1. The requirement is less strin-
gent for measuring a constant w since the lower redshift
clusters suffice in the determination. With M > 1014
h−1M⊙, σ(w) improves by 1.5; with z < 0.7 it degrades
by 1.3. Increasing the sky coverage of the survey de-
creases the errors as A
−1/2
s to the ultimate limit of an
improvement by a factor of 3 for full-sky coverage in the
cluster survey.
Removing the weak prior on β [σ(ln β) = 0.4] has a
negligible effect on galaxies constraints and causes a fac-
tor of ∼ 1.2 degradation for the cluster DA and H con-
straints. The weak prior on the overall bias [σ(ln b) = 0.4]
also has little effect on the constraints. An improvement
in prior knowledge to the percent level would substan-
tially assist constraints due in part to the degeneracy be-
tween the power spectrum normalization and the volume
effects in the shift (see discussion following Eqn. [11]).
Likewise a further weakening of the prior knowledge to
account for bias evolution uncertainties by considering
the bias at each redshift slice as an independent param-
eter degrades projections for σ(w) by a factor of 1.6 for
the galaxies and 1.9 for the clusters as shown in Fig. 4
(open ellipses).
VII. DISCUSSION
The cosmic microwave background (CMB) provides
a template for power spectrum features in the linear
regime, or equivalently a set of absolutely calibrated stan-
dard rulers for cosmology. We have provided simple tools
to estimate cosmological information contained therein.
Angular diameter distances and the Hubble parameter
can be measured in a purely geometric way that involves
only the well-understood physics of the CMB and linear
perturbation theory. A detection of the acoustic rings
would assist in making the angular diameter distance
measurement robust, but is not strictly required if one
assumes continued improvement in the determination of
the power spectrum template from the CMB. Conversely,
current determinations of the power spectrum template
suffice if the acoustic rings are detected.
The tools we have introduced should assist in plan-
ning future surveys to complement current cosmological
knowledge. When actually analyzing data, they of course
must be replaced by more sophisticated tools that ac-
count for cosmological evolution across the survey sub–
volumes, the angular mask, the radial selection, and cur-
vature of the sky [11]. The extent of the linear regime and
non-linear corrections in the trans–linear regime must
also be addressed more carefully in simulations [4].
These estimates show that power spectrum rings at in-
termediate redshifts z < 1 hold great promise for cosmol-
ogy. The angular distortion can be measured with objects
that are at least as abundant as clusters of galaxies. At
z < 0.4 the ongoing SDSS LRG survey has the potential
to measure the Hubble constant, the best complement to
the CMB, and potentially the dark energy driven evolu-
tion of DA and H separately to obtain net constraints at
the σ(w) = 0.03− 0.05 level, depending on the extent of
the linear regime. At intermediate redshifts, clusters can
probe the onset of dark energy domination with compa-
rable precision σ(w) = 0.04− 0.08, ranging from perfect
constraints on bias evolution to no constraints. Cluster
distance and even crude Hubble parameter measurements
do not require high resolution in redshift and are poten-
tially possible with photometric redshifts if the errors can
be reduced to ∆z < 0.01.
By z > 1 the expectations are that dark energy is sub–
dominant and hence measurements become degenerate
with the information in the CMB. A measurement would
test that expectation and potentially reveal a more exotic
form of the dark energy [7]. Indeed measurement of the
geometric shifting of power spectrum rings at any red-
shift would complement luminosity distance ratios from
supernovae with a purely geometric test and lend cre-
dence to any future detection of a dynamical dark energy
component.
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